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THE BANK OF MONTREAL’S 
STATEMENT.

The newly-published statement
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sound. . * * and about $«.500,000 lower than six months

-«as» SCIEES EBEfFE-rE ’SFr»assets of $.63,358,440, a proportion of 64^6 P« ce«. Compare1 witn X ^gher at $117.651.235. 
This lnKh figure compares with 55-4 P« lfl the decrease in Canadian ami foreign commercial

«vaser^r.*»a sÿsnst S“ wwwsV'*... **—gaîed $47.0.9.9b,i! gold and silver coin amounting and other public authorities, 
to $17,303,520 and notes to $29,716,44°- *hl I * • •
cash holding is almost double what it.was a year | sum thc Bank of Montreal's report
ago, when thc figures reported were $.3,9 ,5 h shows that a strong position is maintained
the proportions of $10 134.978 Kold ™d:*d t0 to meet anv abnormally unfavorable circumstances
$,1.83i!591 notes, and bears a proportion to the « y arisc before a more settled turn is 
liabilities to the public of 18.6 P” cent. * „ t(|ytlu. business outlook but also that when
compares with a ratio a year ago of i . I fmallv conditions do improve, this Bank - and
The maintenance of this fine position has cost a fi• ° \ it mav 'well be anticipated, the
g.H„l deal in the way of earnings. For the half correspo^^ g y„ a|so will bt. well equipped
vear these are only $1.030,19$ to™p*r . to mcet the demands of legitimate business when
$.,2,2,751 in the corresponding half-year a redue expand. it is perhaps necessary
tion of some $180,000, and equal to barely P strvss on legitimate business, as, judging
cent, upon the combined paid-up capital an 1, y t uttcrances in Western journals,
compared with over 7 'A per cent, in the correspond- -XJ»™ folk out there whose main
ing half-year and over 8 per cent, in the corjespon^ |h^ j thgt U)e hanks should Ik- compelled to 
ing half-year of 19,3- Bearing in mind j estate speculators out of the holes in
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